Fern Valley

Fabric by Cary Phillips
Pattern Design by Jocelyn Ueng 41 ½” x 55 ½”
Making the Pieced Blocks:
1. Piece 4 ½" Lt. Purple Small Flowers strips end to end. Subcut into one 4 ½" x 55 ½" rectangle.
2. Piece 2" x WOF White Impressions Flora strips end to end. Subcut into one 2" x 55 ½" rectangle.
3. Assemble one 4 ½" x 55 ½" Lt. Purple Small Flowers rectangle and one 2" x 55 ½" White Impressions Flora rectangle. Make one. (Fig. 1)
4. Assemble two 2" x 20" White Impressions Flora rectangles and one 4 ½" x 20" Lt. Yellow Fern rectangle. Repeat one more time to make two. (Fig. 2)
5. Assemble one 6 ½" x 17" Aqua Fern rectangle and one 2" x 17" White Impressions Flora rectangle. Repeat one more time to make two. (Fig. 3)
6. Assemble one 5 ½" x 11" Lt. Purple Tonal Leaves rectangle, one 2" x 11" White Impressions Flora rectangle, one 2" x 10 ½" White Impressions Flora rectangle and one 6" x 10 ½" Lt. Yellow Small Flowers rectangle. Repeat one more time to make two. (Fig. 4)
7. Assemble previous two units as shown. Repeat one more time to make two. (Fig. 5)
8. Assemble one 4" x 11 ½" Aqua Tonal Leaves rectangle, one 2" x 11 ½" White Impressions Flora rectangle, one 2" x 10 ½" White Impressions Flora rectangle and one 6" x 10 ½" Lt. Yellow Fern rectangle. Repeat one more time to make two. (Fig. 6)
9. Assemble units from step 4, step 7, and step 8 with one 2" x 29" White Impressions Flora rectangle and one 2" x 18 ½" White Impressions Flora rectangle. Repeat one more time to make two. (Fig. 7)
10. Assemble quilt. (Fig. 8)
11. Quilt and bind as desired.

Making the Appliqued Blocks:
1. Prepare Applique Block using your preferred method of applique.
2. Applique templates are provided on the pattern (see other side).
3. Applique fern design onto the 18 ½" x 38" Lt. Yellow Tonal Leaves print.
4. Trim down applique block to 16 ½" x 36" after applique is finished.

**MATERIALS**
Yardage based on 42" wide unwashed fabric. Prewashing fabric may require additional yardage.
1 yd White Impressions Flora (Y1062-1)
⅜ yd Lt. Yellow Tonal Leaves (Y1058-8)
⅜ yd Dk. Khaki Impressions Flora (Y1062-13)
1 ⅞ yds Dk Orange Sm. Flowers (Y1061-37)
⅜ yd Lt. Purple Small Flowers (Y1061-26)
⅜ yd Lt. Yellow Fern (Y1059-8)
⅜ yd Aqua Fern (Y1059-33)
⅜ yd Lt. Purple Tonal Leaves (Y1058-26)
¾ yd Dk. Orange Lg. Flowers (Y1060-37)
⅜ yd Lt. Yellow Small Flowers (Y1061-8)
⅛ yd Aqua Tonal Leaves (Y1058-33)
⅛ yd Lt. Khaki Lg. Flowers (Y1060-11)
3 ½ yds Backing of your choice

**DIRECTIONS**
Prior to starting this project, please check our web site for any updates: www.clothworks.com. Use ¼" seams and press as arrows indicate throughout.

**CUT THE FABRICS**
WOF = Width of Fabric  
LOF = Length of Fabric

**From White Impressions Flora cut:**
2 - 2" x WOF strips  
4 - 2" x 20" rectangles  
4 - 2" x 29" rectangles  
2 - 2" x 17" rectangles  
6 - 2" x 11½” rectangles  
2 - 2" x 10 ½” rectangles  
2 - 2" x 18 ½” rectangles  
2 - 2" x 11 ½” rectangles

**From Lt. Yellow Tonal Leaves cut:**
1 - 18 ½” x 38” WOF rectangle

**From Dk. Khaki Impressions Flora cut:**
Cut applique pieces

**From Dk Orange Small Flowers cut:**
Cut applique pieces

6 - 2 ½” x WOF strips (binding)

**From Lt. Purple Small Flowers cut:**
2 - 4 ½” x WOF strips

**From Lt. Yellow Fern cut:**
2 - 4 ½” x 20” WOF rectangles
2 - 4 ½” x 11” WOF rectangles

**From Aqua Fern cut:**
2 - 6 ½” x 17” LOF rectangles

**From Lt. Purple Tonal Leaves cut:**
2 - 5 ½” x 11” WOF rectangles

**From Dk. Orange Large Flowers cut:**
2 - 4” x 10 ½” rectangles

**From Lt. Yellow Small Flowers cut:**
2 - 6” x 10 ½” rectangles

**From Aqua Tonal Leaves cut:**
2 - 4” x 11 ½” WOF rectangles

**From Lt. Khaki Large Flowers cut:**
2 - 6” x 11 ½” rectangles
Templates are shown at 100% scale.

**Placement Diagram**
Not shown to scale.
For placement purposes only.

H  Dk Orange Small Flowers
  cut 1
  and
  cut 1 reversed

I  Dk Orange Small Flowers
  cut 4
  and
  cut 7 reversed